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Investigation of X70 line pipe steel fracture during single edge-notched
tensile testing using acoustic emission monitoring
Abstract

This paper presents an investigation of the fracture behavior of X70 pipeline steel using the acoustic emission
(AE) monitoring technique. The AE monitoring technique is widely used in mechanical and materials
research for detection of plastic deformation, fracture initiation and crack growth. However, quantitative
dependences of the AE parameters (such as signal amplitude and frequency) on the fracture parameters of
X70 pipeline steel (such as ductile and brittle fracture initiation and propagation) have not been studied in
depth and are therefore not completely understood. In this paper, we report an investigation of the effect of
loading conditions on the fracture behavior of X70 pipeline steel using AE monitoring and single-edge notch
tensile (SENT) testing. The fracture development was observed using a high speed video camera. The AE was
recorded and analyzed using the hardware and software produced by Physical Acoustics Corporation (USA).
The variations in AE parameters with loading conditions were analyzed using the 'Average Hit' features and
Wave Form and Power Spectrum methodologies and correlated with the load-displacement/load-time curves
obtained during SENT testing. The strain rate, temperature, and features of the sample notch, that was used to
simulate a crack, were shown to affect the fracture mode and the relative magnitude of mode-dependent AE
signatures.
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Abstract Physical parameters, such as microscopic and roughness, play important roles in micro forming process due to an
increasing ratio of surface to volume of the deformed material. The study on lubrication characterisation in micro forming is
getting more attractive for researchers because traditional models are not reliable in this scaled down process. In this study,
the micro rolling deformation characterisation has been investigated on SUS 304 stainless steel considering lubricant effect
and feature size effect. The foil thickness plays an important role in the tribological features of micro rolling. The evolutions
of both oil film thickness and foil surface are analysed accordingly. All the results have been verified experimentally via the
new developed 2-Hi desktop micro rolling mills.
Keywords: Lubrication characterization; Foil rolling; Oil film thickness; Surface roughness

1. Introduction
Due to the trend of miniaturization on electrical equipment, medical devices, and energy industries, etc., the
demand in micro metallic foil has been extremely increasing, especially in stainless steel foil because of its
excellent corrosion resistances and high strengths. Metallic foil is mostly obtained by multi-pass rolling process
through cluster multi-roll mills, such as Sendzimir mill, 12-high cluster type etc. This kind of cluster rolling mill
is complex and also difficult to operate and maintain. Surface quality is a major consideration in metal forming
processes. However, the knowledge and technique developed in traditional metal rolling cannot be directly
applied to the micro foil rolling process due to the so-called size effects which further affect the performance of
microforming system and product quality in terms of dimensional accuracy, surface finish and mechanical
properties. Lubricant, being indispensable in the cold rolling, provides necessary cooling of the rolled material,
reduces wear of both the rolled material and rolls, and lowers the friction during rolling[1, 2]. Combining the
cooling capacity of water with the lubricating property of oil, an oil-in-water (O/W) emulsion is normally
applied as the lubricant in cold rolling. The lubrication film is the layer of fluid (emulsion or lubricating oil)
inside the rolling contact zone. Compared to the amplitude of the surface roughness, the thickness of the
lubrication film in the contact zone influences the lubricating regime and surface quality. An oil film layer may
be built by the surface roughness that entrains a significant amount of emulsion between the rolled materials and
rolls. Successive pass usually leads to successively lower pass thickness reduction because of the work
hardening of the rolled material in the previous passes [3]. Particular interest has been arisen in modelling
friction and surface roughness, both to improve product quality, mill productivity and reduce energy
consumption. The lubrication characterisation analysis could be principally of importance in metal forming,
especially in foil rolling. Numerical and analytical modelling of cold rolling provides ideal processing conditions
which minimize the excessive metallic contact between the rolled materials and rolls.
Traditional cold rolling theories with an assumption that contact arc remains a circular with enlarged radius
and includes one neutral point fail in foil rolling process due to significant elastic deformation of the roll. Some
related researches have been conducted on this issue. Fleck and Johnson [4, 5] suggested that the roll deformed
to a non-circular profile and a neutral region of no-slip existed in the roll bite for finite reductions of the strip,
and plastic reduction occurred near the rolling entry and rolling exit zones. For scale-down size effect,
Vollertsen and Hu [6] analysed tribological size effects in sheet metal forming. An open and closed pockets
theory has been proposed to analyse this scaled down effect on material surface deformation behaviour in micro
forming process [7]. Tribological analysis is very important in cold rolling process. Le and Sutcliffe [1, 2]
applied a tribological model for the mixed lubrication which indicated that the friction coefficient on the asperity
contact was related to oil film thickness. The oil film thickness could be estimated by the measured surface
brightness of cold rolled sheets [8]. The combined effect of friction and macroscopic deformation on asperity
flattening was reported in Ref [9], and roll roughness and lubricant viscosity influence the loads [10].
Quantitative characterisation of the surface topography of cold rolled sheets could be identified [11]. Lubrication
influences the deformation mode and mechanical properties of the final product. If the lubricant does not show
the properties necessary to establish a hydrodynamic regime, the film will be broken and re-established and the
process will become unstable. Predications of film thickness from the various models are showing that the film
thickness depends on many factors, such as the rolling speed, oil properties, the inlet geometry, the yield stress,
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the strip thickness, the asperity geometry and the entry tension [12-16]. These work presented mathematical
models based on the slab method built to analyse the lubrication during cold rolling of strip.
Oil film thickness influences the lubricate distribution and the friction characterisation during rolling.
Prediction in the contact area between the rolled strip and rolls also requires detailed information of how the
pressurized oil separates the strip and rolls. Therefore oil film thickness always plays a central role whichever
the lubrication theory is. In this study, the rolling deformation characterisation of foil rolling in SUS304 stainless
steel has been investigated on the 2-Hi reversing micro rolling mill. The influences of the feature sizes on oil
film thickness have been discussed in this high strength material with ranging thicknesses from 50 µm to 100
µm. The analysis of oil film thickness evolution, rolling force and surface topography and quality have also been
conducted experimentally and analytically. Some variables of the process were studied, such as rolling speed,
reduction to evaluate their influence on the pressure distribution, film thickness of the lubricant, and on the
surface roughness of cold rolled foils as well.
2. Experimental micro rolling mill and material used
The research on multi-pass rolling deformation behaviour of SUS 304 stainless steel has been carried out on
the 2-Hi reversing micro rolling mill which includes gear system, paralleled motor, gap adjustment device, micro
rollers, shaft connection and control system as shown in Fig. 1. The rollers are driven by two separated motors
and this rolling mill is featured with adjustable and flexible rolling speed ratio for up and down rollers. The
initial thicknesses of SUS 304 stainless steel foil are 50µm and 100 µm with the foil width of 15 mm.

Fig. 1 Desk-top micro rolling mill with flexible speed ratio.
Table 1. Parameter conditions in experimental and analysis.

Roll

Foil
Lubrication

Work roll diameter(mm)

Rolling speed(rpm)

Roll Young’s modulus(GPa)

Passion ratio

27

0-100

580

0.30

Entry foil thickness(µm)

Reduction (%)

Young’s modulus(GPa)

Poisson ratio

50 and 100

0-50

210

0.30
2

Dry, O/W emulsionand oil lubricant (Niconic AWH) (viscosity: 44.13 mm /s in 40°C and 6.862 mm2/s in 100°C )

Table 1 lists parameters used in experimental and analytical models. The rolled foil is collected, measured
and compared after each pass. It is very important to use flat samples, especially relevant to the thin foil to
ensure the measurement accuracy. The roll and the rolled foil are degreased with acetone before rolling in each
pass. After rolling, the samples are carefully cut, trimmed and stunk onto the smooth surface of one hard metal
block for observation.
3. Results and discussion
3.1Oil lubrication in metal forming
In the rolling deformation region, both oil and water phases are mixed and entrained into the contact zone.
The lubrication features depend on not only the surface roughness but also other factors such as relative sliding,
surface waviness, lubricant viscosity and thickness reduction. These factors influence the hydrodynamic state in
rolling lubrication as well [8, 12]. Fig. 2 illustrates schematically the contact areas between the roll and the
2

rolled material and separated areas by an oil film layer. Fig. 3 shows the micrograph of the rolled foil surface, in
which there are many significant rolling traces along the rolling direction.

Fig. 2 Schematic of lubrication mechanisms in cold rolling and details of contact.

Fig. 3 Micrograph of the rolled foil surface

In the deformation regime, lubrication could be in a combined elato-plasto-hydrodynamic lubrication: elastic
deformation in the roll, plastic deformation in the strip and hydodynamical behaviour in the lubrication oil when
entrained by the motion of the strip and rolls. The pressure increases when the strip approaches the inlet zone
before the contact zone by moving surfaces. The oil flow profile in the inlet zone is therefore a superposition of
two flows: one is driven by the shearing force of the moving strip and roll surfaces, and the other is driven by
the pressure build-up in the inlet zone [14]. A full film exists in the valleys of the surface as shown in Fig. 2
where rolling force and shear force are shared by asperities and the film. Rolling operations are normally run in
mixed lubrication regime in which load capacity is generated by the hydrodynamic pressure of the lubricant in
between the valley of the roughness asperity and the pressure at the contacting asperity surfaces.
3.2 Mix lubricant analysis
In the mixed lubrication regime, the roll imprints its roughness onto the steel foil surface and the pressure
increases with decreasing oil film thickness. The entry oil film thickness is the oil film thickness at a point
where the pressure reaches the yield stress of the rolled foil. After entering the inlet zone, oil droplets undergo a
competition between the lateral force that drives them towards the focus plane, and the force of the flow itself
that at some point returns and flows back out of the entry zone. The existence of the lateral force leads to
migration of oil droplets across streamline that eventually bends towards the plane of zero velocity passes
through this plane and returns [14]. Since the lubricant film has lower shear yield stress than the steel foil and
rolls, shearing will occur in the film instead of in the rolled material. The lubrication film separates the surfaces
and thereby prevents the mutual adhesion of the surfaces of the foil and rolls. Therefore serious surface defects
in lubrication rolling could be avoidable which caused by adhesion, such as material transfer between the foil
and rolls.
For foil rolling, elastic deformation of the rolls needs to be included to predict the shape of the bite region.
Because the roll bite is very long compared with the foil thickness, the rolling load or reduction is particularly
sensitive to friction. Coupled solutions including roll deformation should be conducted in foil rolling. As the
rolling speed falls, the area of contact ratio raises which could lead to a rise in friction and a very large increase
in rolling load as well. Because of the considerable roll flattening during rolling, the predicted load is very
sensitive to the details of both the friction and elastic roll deformation models, so that the reasonable agreement
needs to onfirm the accuracy of these models.
The mechanism of lubrication under asperity contacts has been termed micro plasto-mechanism of
lubrication. Assumed that x axis is the rolling direction, an averaged Reynolds equation could be derived to
present the variation in the rolling direction of the reduced hydrodynamic pressure qv of the lubricant as [16]:
𝑑(𝛾𝑝𝑣 )
𝑑𝑥

= 6𝜂0 𝛾(𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦 + 𝑣𝑟 )

∗

3

ℎ𝑣 −ℎ

2

ℎ𝑣 (1+3𝜓𝑐 2 /ℎ𝑣 )

(1)

where, hv is the mean film thickness; h∗ the film thickness at the start of the roll bite, where the pressure
gradient approaches zero; ψc 2 the local combined roughness of the foil and rolls; η0 dynamic viscosity; γ
pressure-viscosity coefficient; ventry roll surface speed and vr entry speed of the foil.
When the asperities are crushed in the bite, the film thickness falls which leads to an increase in valley oil
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pressure. Accordingly, this increase in valley pressure prevents the asperity crushing process. Fleck et al [4, 5]
showed that there existed slipping and sticking zones between roll and foil in foil rolling. The average shear
stress τ is given by a weighted sum of the asperity and valley contributions and the shear stress in slipping
regions can be estimated below [17, 18]:
𝜏 = 𝐴𝜏𝑎 + (1 − 𝐴)𝜏𝑏
𝜏𝑎 = 𝛿𝜇𝑎 𝑝𝑎 ; 𝛿 =

𝜃
√𝜃 2 +𝜃1 2

; 𝜏𝑏 = η𝛾̇

(2)
(3)

where, A is actual contact area ratio; 𝜇𝑎 Coulomb friction coefficient; 𝑝𝑎 the pressure on the asperity tops; θ the
local roll slope and 𝜃1 a representative roll slope in a slipping region; 𝜏𝑏 is the pressure on the asperity valley
regions, which can be expresses using the Newtonian viscosity; the strain rate 𝛾̇ is estimated form the sliding
speed and valley film thickness in the bite and the viscosity is taken at the pressure in the roll bite.
𝑝𝑎 = 𝑝̅ + (1 − 𝐴)𝑌∆; 𝑝𝑏 = 𝑝̅ − 𝐴𝑌∆

(4)

where, Y is the plane strain yield stress of the rolled foil; ∆ the effective hardness of the asperity; p̅ average
pressure.
The contact area ratio, which is related to the average film thickness, is calculated on the basis of the
asperity flattening theory by Chang and Wilson [19]:
𝑑𝐴
𝐷𝑥

=−

2𝑥𝛿
𝐴
𝑓
− 2 ))
−𝑝𝑣 )𝑓1 (𝐴) 𝑓1

𝑀(2𝑙(1−𝐴)+𝑌((𝑝
̅

(5)

where, δ is thickness reduction; 𝑓1 and 𝑓2 are coefficients related to the contact area ratio. At a non-dimensional
position, there is some contact between the foil asperities and rolls, leading to a non-zero area of contact ratio
and a mean pressure 𝑝̅ above the valley pressure 𝑝𝑏 . At the end of the inlet region when the mean pressure has
reached the yield stress 𝑌, bulk deformation begins. Further asperity flattening occurs in the transition zone
which is driven by the difference between the asperity and valley pressures. Equations (1) and (5) were solved
by using the integrating method of Runge Kutta. The primary value of contact area ratio A was assumed to be
0.5 at the beginning of the solution. The required pressure for the rolling was supposed to be the yield stress of
the material. This trial and error is continued until a convergence criterion is achieved. New values of lubricant
pressure and contact area are also obtained from Eqs. (1-5).

(a) Lubricant pressure

(b) Contact area ratio, %

Fig. 4 The lubricant pressure and contact area ratio distribution under different rolling reduction.
The lubricant pressure and contact area ratio under different pass reduction are illustrated in Fig. 4. It can be seen
that both the lubricant pressure and contact area ratio increase with the increasing pass reduction. Compared with
lubricant pressure, contact area ratio increases slowly with the increasing pass reduction, especially at low reduction,
while the influence of pas reduction on the lubricant pressure is more significant. In calculation modelling, the
asperity slop is assumed to be constant and only asperity height crushing has been considered in rolling deformation.

3.3. Oil film thickness
In cold rolling with lubricant, the mechanism of film formation by emulsions at the entrance is complicated.
Friction and the surface quality of the rolled strip are closely related to the amount of oil drawn into the bite. In
order to investigate the oil film thickness in lubricant rolling, the direct oil-dropping method could be applied:
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dropping a known quality of oil on the strip surface, rolling the strip in the mill, and taking a digital photograph
of nearly ellipse-shaped mark left on the strip after rolling. The length and width of this emulsion mark are
measured, and the final thickness of the oil film between the roll and the rolled material can be obtained through
the drop volume (𝑉𝑑 ) divided by the surface area of the mark (𝐴𝑐 ). The measured oil thickness is an average
value. Because the volume of drop shrinks during rolling, the thickness of the film at the end of the mark could
be somewhat lower. However this influence is small and the measured oil film thickness could be obtained by:
ℎ𝑚 ∗ = (𝑉𝑑 /𝐴𝑐 )/(1 − 𝛿)

(6)

In theory, the oil film thickness could be determined by the lubricant rheological properties, the rolling speed
and the roll geometry. Wilson and Walowit [12] calculated film thickness by applying an analytical solution of
the Reynolds equation in the inlet zone and solving the continuity equation in the deformation regime. The
simplified film thickness formula for smooth rolls and strip is shown below:
3𝜂 𝛾(𝑣

+𝑣 )𝑅,

0
𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦
𝑟
ℎ∗ = 𝐿{1−exp
[−𝛾(𝜎 −𝜎
𝑓𝑚

𝑅 , = 𝑅(1 +

16𝜔
𝜋𝐸(𝐻−ℎ)

𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦 )]}

.

)

(7)

(8)

A film thickness at the outlet of the contact zone can be calculated by

ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡 = ℎ∗

𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦 +𝑣𝑟
𝑣𝑜𝑢𝑡 +𝑣𝑟

.

(9)

where, h∗ is oil film thickness in the inlet zone; σfm average flow stress; σentry tensile stress; ω: specific rolling
force; hout oil film thickness in outlet zone; R, deformed roll diameter, mm.

(H=100 µm and 50µm; v=25 rpm).
Fig. 5. Measured film thickness for emulsion and film thickness based on the Wilson model

Fig. 5 shows the comparison between the oil film thickness obtained from the Wilson model, analytical
modelling and the measured value. All oil film thicknesses in experiment and calculation decrease with
increasing pass thickness reduction. The results from the analytical modelling are closer to the experiment
values. It can be seen that the calculated value is always smaller than the experiment measured value, and this is
because the film formation by the entraining action and surface roughness effect have not yet been considered in
the calculation model. Additionally the oil film thickness in 50 µm thick foil is lower than that in thickness of
100 µm. With increasing miniaturization, more open lubricant pockets appear and less lubricant is kept in the
micro tribological contact zone for thinner foil. Therefore the oil film thickness increases with increasing foil
thickness.
The fraction of oil entrained into the contact zone significantly depends on the thickness reduction, it is
reasonable that oil trapping between asperities of surface is subjected to viscous shearing, maintains its original
viscosity and is ease to be entrained. A larger thickness reduction results in larger coalescence of the oil and the
surface, so the oil thickness should be lower accordingly. There will be two reasons for this difference: the inlet
zone and the roughness of the foil and rolls. The oil film becomes thicker with decreasing angle at the inlet of
roll bite which had been identified in Ref. [17], but the effect will be insignificant because of its small inlet angle
in foil rolling.
This curve obtained from the model in Eq. 7 is roughly in agreement with the trend of the measured oil
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thickness as shown in Fig. 5. A matching parameter C depending on the surface roughness could be introduced
to reduce the difference between the measured value ℎ𝑚 ∗ and the calculated value ℎ𝑐 . The relationship can be
expressed approximately in linear:
ℎ𝑚 ∗ = 𝐶ℎ𝑐

(10)

The Wilson model to the oil film thickness can be applied through this matching parameter in considering the
surface roughness effect. An accurate agreement between the calculation value and the measured value is
obtained by inserting this matching C, where C has a value of 1.05 for the smooth surfaces of 50 µm and 1.12
for the rough surfaces of 100 µm in this case.
Fig. 6 shows the measured oil film thickness versus the rolling speed in two different lubricating cases:
emulsion and neat oil. It can be seen that both oil film thicknesses increase with increasing rolling speed slightly.
The oil thickness in neat oil is higher than that in emulsion lubricant. Because viscosity decreases in emulsion
lubrication, the film thickness decreases due to the increasing asperity contact area. When the asperity contact
area increases, the pressure in asperity contact area increases accordingly and the film pressure decreases. This is
testified that the oil film thickness would be slightly smaller than that in neat oil lubricant because of much
lower viscosity in emulsions.

Fig. 6. Oil film thickness versus rolling speed in experiment (H=100 µm; r=20%).

The rolling speed effect with wet lubricant indicates that some form of hydrodynamic lubrication is
undergoing metal to metal contact. The rolling speed influences the viscosity of lubricant during rolling because
the speed profile determines the oil drop movements. With increasing speed, more lubricant is carried to the
interface filling the surface valleys, separating the surface peaks and establishing the mixed lubrication. The oil
that was already on the strip surface is spread thinner by the elongation of the strip and the replenished oil makes
up for the difference.
3.4. Rolling parameters for various rolling conditions
The effect of rolling conditions on the rolling force has been investigated during rolling experiments. Fig. 7
illustrates the rolling force changes with rolling time.Two pressure sensors are installed under both ends of the
roll neck, respectively. The sensors are connected with the strain amplifier where the rolling force can be
recorded by the data logger as shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen that the rolling force variation is great when biting
the specimen in the rolling entrance due to rolling vibration, and the average rolling force is around 6.73 kN for
this experimental case. After that, the rolling force remains constant during rolling process.

Fig. 7 Rolling force variation with rolling time (Rolling speed: 30 rpm; oil lubricant).
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Fig. 8 shows the effect of lubricating condition on the rolling force at various rolling speeds. It can be seen
that the lubrications are significantly effective in reducing the rolling force at low rolling speed from 10 rpm to
30 rpm. However, the effect of the rolling lubricating conditions is insignificant at high rolling speed of over 30
rpm because the hydrodynamic lubrication prevails against the boundary lubrication. The rolling force distinctly
decreases due to the reduced friction from the rolling experiments where the lubricating condition changes from
the boundary condition to the hydrodynamic condition. This is verified that the rolling force decreases quickly
in low rolling speed zones.

Fig. 8 Effect of lubricating condition on rolling force under various rolling speeds.

Fig. 9 Effects of rolling speed and lubricating condition on limit pass reduction.

The effects of rolling speed and lubricating condition on limit pass reduction are shown in Fig. 9. It can be
seen that the pass reduction is sensitively increased with increasing rolling speed under the constant rolling force
without roll gap adjustment. The hydrodynamic lubrication becomes gradually predominant with the rolling
speed and the friction is reduced accordingly. When using an oil or emulsion, the limit pass reduction is larger
than that in dry friction rolling. Under high rolling speed, the limit pass reduction vibration is higher for dry
friction while it is insensitive for emulsion lubrication. The low friction reduces the rolling force, which then
reduces the elastic flattening of work rolls and enables a larger limit reduction.
3.5. Surface topography analysis after micro rolling
The surface roughness has a large effect on the film thickness and its effect is especially important. With low
viscosity-liquids, the foil and the roll surface roughness are much larger than film thickness in the hydrodynamic
emulsion, and surface roughness must have a substantial effect on lubrication film thickness. Since the roll is
much harder than the foil, the foil’s asperities are expected to change shortly after roll biting. As a laboratory
desk-top rolling mill, where the volume of the rolled metal is much less, the roll’s surface roughness is not
expected to change significantly, and the change can be neglected. Fig. 10 illustrates the rolled foil surface
roughness variation with rolling lubricating conditions. Rolling trace and surface valley are significantly
indicated in the surface topography. In the case without of lubricant, the roll surface is unevenly coated with foil,
while in emulsion rolling there exists homogenious coating with foil. The unevenly coated roll has rougher
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surface. In addition, the lubricating condition is remarkably affected by the roll surface because the forward slip
in foil rolling is larger than that in strip rolling. It can be seen that the wavelength of surface roughness in
friction rolling condition is larger than that in emulsion or oil rolling from Fig. 10. The structure consists of
parallel grooves perpendicular to the rolling direction. By the theory of Wilson [12], those grooves are formed
by the differential deformation of the grains and should present a small depth, and consequently a small surface
roughness.

(a) Dry friction

(b) Oil lubrication

(c) Emulsion lubrication

Fig. 10 Rolled foil surface roughness under three different lubricating conditions.

Fig. 11 shows the AFM micrograph of rolled foil with and without lubricating during rolling. It can be seen
that more flat areas are found in the surface of the rolled foil in lubricating rolling. Also the much rougher
surface is located on the rolled foil surface in the Fig. 10 (a) of dry rolling.

(a) dry rolling

(b) oil lubrication rolling

Fig. 11 AFM micrograph of rolled foil with and without lubricating rolling

Details of the surface roughness topography may influence the behaviour of the foil during rolling. In
addition, this topography plays important role in the tribological behaviour in the roll bite. The effect of
wavelength of roughness has been explored using measurements of the surface spectrum on strip rolled in the
mixed lubrication regime on an experimental mill [11]. Friction and the surface quality of the rolled foil are
closely related to the amount of oil drawn into the bite and the surface roughness on the rolls and the in-going
foil.

(a) Roughness distribution along the foil surface
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(b) Roughness change with rolling pass
Fig. 12 Surface roughness evolution during rolling process

Fig.12 (a) shows the surface roughness distribution along the rolled foil surface. The surface roughness of
the initial foil and rolled foil samples taken after the first and second passes is shown in Fig. 12 (b). Each point
represents an average of 20 measurements. Results show that the roughness on the bottom surface of the initial
foil is significantly greater than on the top surface. Nevertheless, both sides of the surface have nearly
conformed to the roll surface after the first pass, so that the difference between the two sides is then reduced. In
the second pass, the surface roughness is further reduced slightly.
The surface quality continuously changes in rolling process, and the surface quality is of great difference with
different oil film thickness. Bacause there is a thin layer of oil film thickness in rolling deformation zone, which
not only prevent the adhesion between roller and sample surfaces but also make sample surface fully crushed,
so, the rolled surface is bright and the surface quality is improved.

(a) 15rpm in rolling speed

(b) 30rpm in rolling speed

(c) 40rpm in rolling speed

(d) 50rpm in rolling speed

Fig. 13 Effects of rolling speed on oil pit distribution under oil lubricating rolling (reduction 15%).

Micro pits play an important role in the surface finish of stainless steel, understanding of their evolution
during forming processes is very limited. Fig. 13 illustrates the effects of rolling speed on oil pit distribution
under oil lubricating rolling, it can be seen that more oil pits appeared in foil surface with increasing rolling
speeds. In other word, a lot of oil pits are formed in high speed rolling and make the dull surface. It seems that
9

the pits observed on the foil surface are associated with surface roughening in regions where there is a
significant oil film separating the roll and the foil. Under low rolling speed zone, the speed effect on oil pit is
insignificant, but there is a great difference in high rolling speed zone.

Fig. 14 Oil pit area with rolling speed

Fig. 14 shows the oil pit area change with rolling speed. It can be seen that the oil pit area increases with the
increasing rolling speed. The rolling speed effect is more significant in oil lubricating rolling than that in
emulsion lubricating rolling under high rolling speed zone.
4. Conclusions
The micro rolling deformation characterisation has been investigated successfully in micro rolling mill.
Tribological size effect is also observed for different foil thickness of 100 µm and 50 µm. The oil film thickness
is higher in the thicker foil than that in thinner foil. The oil film thickness decreases with increasing pass
reduction and decreasing rolling speed. The lubricant conditions influence the surface roughness evolution
during rolling. In relation to increase in oil film thickness, rolling pressure is reduced, in contrast, the product
surface becomes dull. The most preferable lubricant for foil rolling is emulsion, and rolling force decreases
dramatically in lubricating rolling. Lubricating condition is remarkably influenced by roll coating formation,
especially in using the smooth surface of rolls. The amount of micro oil pits increases with rolling speed. These
findings will provide useful information for micro rolling of ultra-thin foil.
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